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When you're on the move in cold storage, keeping the cold away from your hands and feet is key to comfort – 
and greater productivity. The ThermaKit system from Raymond keeps you more comfortable in colder storage 
applications. The heated control handle offers substantial padding to enhance your grip. And, the handle's 
warmth allows you to wear a lighter glove. Warmth from the floor of the truck with a heated floor cushion 
helps keep your feet warm – and reduces frosty buildup inside the operator's compartment.

The ThermaKit system installs easily into Raymond Reach-Fork® trucks. Thermostatic controls automatically 
cycle on and off. You experience steady warmth while operating in the freezer, with automatic shut-off after 
moving into other areas of the warehouse. And Raymond tests our cold storage products in our in-house test 
freezer – so we deliver proven cold storage solutions to yours.



MORE WARMTH, GREATER PRODUCTIVITY »

By keeping your hands and feet warmer longer, the affordable ThermaKit 
system adds up to more productivity. And, depending on the cold storage 
temperatures, operators may be able to wear less bulky gear when working 
in freezer environments.

The heated operator platform keeps the floor warm, helping you to focus on 
storing and retrieving more pallets. Additionally, the heated control handle 
permits you to wear a lighter glove for easier, more accurate data entry 
when using RF terminals.
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Heated control handle. 
Thermostatically 
controlled elements in 
the padded grip enhance 
comfort and allow the 
operator to wear a lighter 
glove.

OUR COMMITMENT TO COLD STORAGE »

Refrigerated warehouses, blast freezers, and other cold storage 
applications require robust control systems and accessories. In response, 
Raymond built its own fully functional cold storage test facility. Engineers 
replicate your harshest conditions – testing and proving our products in 
extreme cycles of freezing and thawing. Ask your authorized Sales and 
Service Center about freezer-ready lift trucks from Raymond.

fIND OUT MORE »

Contact your authorized Raymond Sales and Service 
Center for more information about the ThermaKit 
system – and our complete line of Reach-Fork trucks, 
ready for all your cold storage applications.

Heated and padded cushion.  
Built-in heating elements automatically 

defrost and warm the platform while 
the truck is in opertion.


